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Welcome

Thank you for purchasing a Feltest DigiMicro. 
Please take a moment to read through this manual. This 
content will help you to get the best use of the smart 
microscope.  

1.  Precaution                                      

Before using the Feltest DigiMicro, please ensure that you read 
and understand the safety precautions as described below. 
Always ensure that it is operated correctly.

  Never use the Feltest DigiMicro when operation of such 
devices is restricted. Improper use creates the risk of a 
serious accident.

  Do not try to open the case of the Feltest DigiMicro or 
attempt to modify it in any way. Maintenance and repairs 
should only be performed by authorized service personal.    

  Keep the Feltest DigiMicro and its accessories out of  
reach of children and animals to prevent accidents or 
damage to it.

  If you notice smoke or a strange odor coming from the 
Feltest DigiMicro, turn off the power immediately.  
Take it to the nearest authorized service center for repair. 
Never attempt to repair it on your own. 
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  The Feltest DigiMicro may become slightly warm during use. 
This does not necessarily  mean a malfunction.

  If the exterior of the Feltest DigiMicro needs cleaning, wipe it 
off with a soft dry cloth.

FCC Notice

This equipment has been tested and complies with the 
limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the 
FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable 
protection against harmful interference in a residential 
installation.

CAUTION

To comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant 
to Part 15 of the FCC Rules, this device, when needed, must only 
be connected to computer equipment certified to comply with 
the Class B limits.
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2. Preparation

Feltest DigiMicro

CD

QSG

Stand

Lithium Battery

USB cable

Cleaning fabric

Strap

AC adaptor

TV cable

Carry bag

    Standard accessories
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    Parts names & functions

No. Functions No. Functions

1 Capture 13 Battery compartment

2 Zoom in/out; 
Icons on display on/off

14 TFT display

3 AV-out (or TV-out) 15 Up
Color mode switch

4 USB port 16 Menu setup

5 DC-in 17 OK

6 Aux LEDs 18 Down

7 Lens 19 Left / back

8 Stand mounting hold 20 Power on/off

9 MicroSD card slot 21 Speaker

10 Wrist grip hook 22 Microphone

11 Focus wheel 23 Battery charging indicator

12 LEDs brightness dial
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3. Key features                                    

4. Use the microscope                                 

  3 inches TFT display
  5M high quality image sensor (up to 12M by interpolation)    
  20x-200x-500x magnification
  Photo & video 
  Timer
  Measurement (when working on computer)  
  Support MicroSD card up to 32GB

 Driver free to download for Vista/Win7/8/10 and Mac OS 
10.9 - 10.13 (direct plug-in, driver installation not required)

  Lithium battery (rechargeable & changeable)

  Open the battery compartment by sliding it outwards.
  Insert the lithium battery into the battery compartment 

according to the polarities shown in the compartment.

    Installing the battery
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Note: Before using the microscope, you must charge the 
battery. Please check page 21 on how to charge the battery.

    Inserting the MicroSD card 

You will have to insert a MicroSD card to record and store  
your pictures and videos.

  Turn off the microscope.
  Insert the MicroSD card into the MicroSD card slot; then 

gently press it until the card is latched.

Note: Do not force the card into the slot; forcing may damage 
the microscope and the MicroSD card. Align the MicroSD card 
position (as marked) and try again. The MicroSD card must be 
formatted before capture. See the following instruction.
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Note: The icons in the display can be switched on/off by 
pushing the zoom wheel.

    Displaying icons & their meanings

ICON Meaning

Still image capture

Timer capture

Captured image qty/total qty that could be captured 
(based on the current resolution)

MicroSD inserted

Current resolution

Battery capacity indicator
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    Turning on the microscope

    Turning off the microscope

  Unfold the display panel and the microscope will power on 
directly.

  If you need to power on or off when the display panel has 
unfolded, press the power on/off button.

  Fold the display panel and the microscope will turn off 
automatically.

  Press the power on/off button.
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    How to capture

  Turn on the microscope by simply unfolding the display 
panel to a proper position, normally at an angle of aprox. 90 
degrees with the viewing end as follows:

  Adjust the LED brightness dial to get a proper brightness for 
the LEDs at the viewing end. 
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  Hold the microscope main body with your right hand.
  Put the viewing end closely to the target object
  Adjust the focus wheel with your left hand to get a clear 

image.

  When a clear image is established, hold the microscope 
steady and press the capture button one time.
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    Recording a video or taking a picture

    Play back

  Press left/back to enter the video or picture mode as 
follows. There is a video or picture icon in the left upper 
corner of the display.

  Press the capture button to start recording a video or to 
take a picture. If recording a video, press the capture button 
again to stop. If taking a picture, press the capture button 
multiple times to take several pictures.

  Press the left/back button to enter play back mode. A review 
icon is shown in the left upper corner of the display.
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  Press the up/down button to select between the captured 
pictures and the video recordings.

  To delete in the play back mode, press   to enter the 
submenu and confirm deletion with the OK button.

To protect a video or picture in play back mode:
  Press   to enter the submenu
  Confirm protecting a video or picture from deleting. The 

symbol of a key will show in the display for all protected 
videos and pictures.
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To create a slide show in play back mode:
  Press    to enter the submenu
  Select the requested interval time and confirm by pushing 

the OK button.

To change the color mode in the preview status:
  Press    to switch between Color / Positive / Negative.
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    Zoom in

    Zoom out

  Push the digital zoom button upwards.

  Push the digital zoom button downwards.

Note: The digital zoom ranges from 1.0x to 4.0x and is shown in 
the display on the left side.
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    Downloading to a computer

    Previewing on a computer

  Connect the microscope to your computer by using the USB 
cable.

  Choose the upload images mode, after which you can view 
the stored photos & videos on your computer.

  Connect the microscope to a computer by using the USB 
cable.

  Choose the preview on computer mode.
  Start the Portable Capture software. Please check page 

39 of this User’s Manual on how to use the microscope in 
combination with the software.
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Notes: 

  When working on your computer, the button functions on 
the microscope are no longer active. However, most of the 
functions are available in the software during this mode. 

  Voice recording is not available in the preview on computer 
mode.

  Images and videos, captured in the preview on computer 
mode, are not stored on the MicroSD card. They will be 
stored on your computer.

  The microscope can be used as a webcam device for 
microscopic live video.

Before using the microscope, you must charge the battery.

  Plug the small end of the power adaptor into the DC-in port, 
located on the bottom of the microscope. Then plug the 
other end of the power adaptor into a standard AC outlet. 
The battery indicator LED on the bottom of the microscope 
will be in red to show that the battery is charging.

    Charging the battery
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  When the battery has finished charging, the battery indicator 
LED will be off. You can now unplug the microscope.

You can now use your microscope for up to four hours of 
continuous use. When the battery has low power, there will be 
a low power indicator on the right down corner of the display 
panel. The front LED light will become weak and image quality 
becomes poor. You now have to recharge the battery.
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    Connecting to a TV

  Insert the 1/8-inch plug on the end of the supplied video 
cable into the microscopes AV-out port.

  Insert the RCA plug on the video cable into one of your 
television’s yellow video input connectors. Check your 
television’s manual for more information on locating these 
connectors.

  Turn on the television. If necessary, switch your television 
to the appropriate input channel. Items that you magnify 
appear on the television screen.
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    Mounting the stand

  Put the stand with the screw towards the mount hole on 
the microscope properly and rotate the end into the hold 
carefully.

  Adjust the height of the stand to the proper position.

Note: Do not force the end into the hole. Forcing may damage 
the microscope.
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5. Menu camera settings                                                           

  Press   to enter the main menu as follows:

By default this menu starts with camera settings, as indicated 
at the upper left corner of the display. Here you can set up the 
resolution / time lapse / quality / sharpness.

    Resolution

  Select resolution and then select one of the following 
resolutions: VGA / 1.3M / 3M / 5M / 9M / 12M.

  Press OK to confirm selection.
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  Select time lapse and choose the number of frames 
(pictures) you want to take and the time of interval 
between them:

    Time lapse

  For frames: select the quantity of frames you want to take 
by using the up/down and left/right buttons. 

  Press OK to confirm the selection.

Example: the setup above means 32 frames

  For interval: select the interval time between frame capture 
by using the up/down and left/right buttons. Press OK to 
confirm the selection.
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Example: the setup on page 26 means the interval time is 15 
seconds between two captures.

  Press    to go back to the preview mode. Then press the 
capture button to start the auto capture as just set. When 
the microscope is in auto capture status, the    icon will 
show in red at the left upper corner of the display.

Once all set frames are captured, the microscope will return to 
the normal preview mode and the settings of the auto capture 
mode will return to default.

If you need to stop auto capture during the set capture process, 
press the capture button one time. The microscope will return 
to the normal preview mode and the settings of the auto 
capture mode will return to default.

  From the main menu, select picture quality by selecting 
super fine / fine / normal.

    Quality
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  From the main menu, select sharpness by selecting hard / 
normal / soft.

    Sharpness

The three selections will result in different image compress 
ratios.
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  Press    to enter the main menu, and then press the left / 
back button to enter the main menu general settings:

Here you can setup language / power save / frequency / 
date stamp / TV out / date and time / format MicroSD / 
system reset / version.

  Select language.
  Select a target language by using the up/down button. 
  Press the OK button to set the choosen language.

6. Menu general settings                          

    Language
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  Select power save 
  Choose between off / 5 min. / 10 min. / 15 min. / 30 min.
  Press the OK button to set the time for automatically 

switching off your microscope to save the battery.

    Power save

  Select frequency. 
  Choose between 50 or 60 Hz. 
  Press the OK button to set the frequency you want tot use.

    Frequency
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  Select date stamp. 
  Choose between date/time / date / off.
  Press the OK button to set the date stamp you want to use.

    Date stamp

    TV-out (or AV-out)

  Date/time: both date and time will be marked on images 
taken.

  Date: only dates will be marked on images taken.
  Off: Neither date or time will be marked on images taken.

  Select the correct mode for connecting with your TV set by 
choosing NTSC of PAL. 

  Press the OK button to set the correct mode.
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    Date/time

  Select date/time to enter date and time.

  Enter date and time by using the up/down buttons. Go to the 
next cell by using the left/back button.

  You can change the presentation of date and time. You can 
choose from YY/MM/DD, DD/MM/YY and MM/DD/YY.

  Once date and time are set, use the OK button to store date 
and time.
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  Select format SD to format the MicroSD card inserted. 

  Select SD Card and press the OK button. 
  Choose between cancel or execute.
  Press the OK button.

Warning: Formatting the MicroSD card is irreversible.

    Format MicroSD

Select system reset to go back to the default settings of the 
microscope.

  Select system reset.
  Press the OK button. 
  Choose between cancel or execute.
  Press the OK button.

    System reset
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Warning: Resetting the microscope to default settings is 
irreversible.

  Select version to see the actual version ID.

    Version
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7. Specifications                                                         

Image sensor: 5M high quality image sensor

Magnifications: 20x – 200x - 500x

Resolutions: 12M (4032x3024), 8M (3456x2592), 
5M (2592x1944), 3M (2048x960), 1.3M 
(1280x960), VGA (640x480)

Lens: High quality microscopic dual lens

Focus: Manual, 10 - 30 mm

Display: 3 inches TFT panel, 4:3 ratio

Light sources: 8 LEDs with adjustable brightness

Power sources: Li-ion 3.7V / 1050 mAh battery
Working time: 4 hours; 
Charging time: 5 hours

Frame rate: 30fps

Adaptor: Input: 100 - 240V, 50/60 Hz
Output: 5V, 1A

OSD languages: English / Germany / French / Spanish / 
Italian / Portugese / Japanese / Chinese 

Software languages: English /Germany /French / Spanish

Dimensions: 130 x 103 x 29 mm

Measurement: By software
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8. Computer system minimum requirement

Operating system: Windows Vista / Win7 / 8 / 10 and Mac 
OS 10.9 - 10.13

CPU: Pentium II or above

RAM: 256 MB

Interface: USB port 2.0
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9. Troubleshooting                                                  

Problems Solution

The unit does not turn on. Charge the battery.

The display is blank. Ensure that the power is on.
Charge the battery.
Verify that the item you want to magnify 
is positioned correctly under the lens.

There are smudges or 
blemishes on the display

Clean the screen and lens carefully with 
soft fabric.

The microscope is connected 
to a television, but no image 
appears on the television 
display.

Ensure that the television is on.
Switch to the appropriate video input 
channel on your television.
Ensure that the video cable is securely 
connected to the microscope video-out 
port and plugged into the correct video 
input on your television.

The battery indicator LED is 
not in red, even though the 
power adaptor is connected 
and plugged into a wall 
socket.

Ensure the power adaptor is plugged into 
the microscope DC-in port and not in the 
AV-output port.

The battery is not charging. Ensure that the power adaptor has power 
and is not malfunctioning. If the power 
adaptor is connected to a wall switch, 
make sure that the switch is on.
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Portable Capture 
software introduction

  Windows Vista / Win7 / 8 / 10 and Mac OS 10.9 - 10.13
  RAM: 256MB 
  Video Memory: 32MB
  USB port: 2.0
  CD-ROM Drive

    Computer system requirements
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1. Installing the software                                                                          

  Insert de CD into the CD-ROM drive. If you don’t have a  
CD_ROM drive, you can also download the software from 
www.feltest.com/downloads/. After double clicking  
setup.exe the startup interface as shown at the bottom of 
this page will be displayed.

  Click Install Portable Capture and reboot the system when 
asked.

  You can browse the user’s manual as a PDF and the CD 
contents by choosing the corresponding menus.
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2. Starting the microscope                               

  Connect the microscope to your computer USB port  
and start the software by clicking the    icon generated 
on the desktop after installation. You will see the following 
screen pop up.

When the microscope is disconnected from your computer USB 
port, the screen will show the following message:

No Device detected, please 
connect your Microscope directly 

to your PC USB port.
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3. Software introductions                                                              

You can change the resolution as shown below.

You can activate date/time as shown below.

    Resolution

    Date/time
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You can choose the language 
on the screen as shown on 
the right.

You can enter and quit the full screen mode by:

  Double clicking the preview area on your computer.
  Clicking the full screen icon in the menu.
  Choose full screen mode under options in the menu. 

When in full screen mode, 
click on the full screen icon to 
turn off and restore toolbars 
and menus.

    Language

    Full screen
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Photo capture
You can take photos in one of the following ways:

  Click the camera button     in the menu.
  Choose capture in the menu and then click photo.
  By pressing F11 on your keyboard.

Captured photos are saved automatically and image 
thumbnails will be available on the right side of the Portable 
Capture software screen for further editing.

For editing a photo, please check the later explanations.

Video capture
You can record video in one of the following ways:

  Click the video camera button     
  Choose capture from the menu and then click Video 

    Capture
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When recording, there is a red dot flashing on the video camera 
button.

Video is saved in AVI format.

To stop capturing video:
  Click the flashing video camera button
  Choose capture and then click stop capturing

Note: The best pixelformat for video capturing is 640 x 480.

Preview photos
  Clicking on an image thumbnail will display the image 

selected in the preview area, with its size displayed on the 
left bottom corner.

  You can double click the image thumbnail and an 
independent preview box will pop up as shown below:

    Edit photos
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Save photos
You can save your photo by right clicking on the thumbnail and 
then choose save. 

The file can be saved in either jpeg or bmp. The jpeg size in 
which the photo is saved, is the maximum allowed for jpeg. You 
can choose to decrease the size by adjusting the quality. Click 
the advanced button to view and select jpeg save options.
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Delete photos
By right clicking and then choosing delete, you can delete the 
selected photo. In the independent preview box you can choose 
the delete icon to delete the previewed photo.

Copy photos
Right click on the thumbnail and then choose Copy.

You can right click the video thumbnail, listed in the right 
column and then choose the options open, save as, delete etc.

    Edit videos
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Quit the software as shown below.

    Quit portable capture 
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4. Measurements

Double click on the picture to enter into the measurement 
interface. Under the ‘Measurement’ icon   . You can select 
any desired options to measure.

  Any angle line measurement 
 Simply click from one point and drag to the next point, and 

then release the click.

  Continuous line measurement
 The Continuous line measurement allows you to measure 

any continuous desired length. Simply click and drag from 
one point to other desired points, and then release the click.

  Radius circle measurement
 Simply click and extend out to the desired radius, the 

radius, circumference and area of the circle will show up 
accordingly.

  Diameter circle measurement
 Simply click and extend out to the desired diameter, the 

diameter, circumference and area of the circle will show up 
accordingly.

  Three points angle measurement
 Simply define any three points angle and click, the angle 

value will then display.
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If you need to change the magnification rate and adjust focus 
to capture a picture, please calibrate the magnification rate 
again.

  Double click to open the picture, Click ‘    Reset 
magnification, then reset picture magnification as shown 
below. And then start calibration again.

  Change the magnification rate and capture several pictures. 
Click on the picture to enter into the measurement interface.

 Then click      set magnification and set picture 
magnification. Now a dialog will show up as shown below. 
Enter the magnification rate into the dialog box and click OK.

   Change calibration
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If you want to use the same magnification rate to capture 
pictures, just click    set magnification and set capture 
magnification. Now all pictures will use the same magnification 
rate and you can start your measurement directly.

You can draw or add a text on the picture and save for later 
analysis.

  Click the icon    to choose any kind of drawing in the pull 
down menu as shown on page 52.

    Draw and text
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  Click the icon      and set the font for the text in the 
popup dialogue as shown below.
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5. Main menu items

Capture photo. It is used to capture photos one by 
one.

Start / stop recording a video.

Timer for making a photo or video. Set the start 
time, interval time and total amount of photos or 
videos.

Full screen mode. Press ESC or double click to exit.

    File

Photos folder: set the directory to store photos taken.
Videos folder: set the directory to store video taken.
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    Options

Photo: take a photo
Video: record a video

Resolution: change resolution
Date/time: set to display system date/time on preview window
Language: choose different language
XY guide: display cross on preview window
Full screen mode: enter into full screen. Click ESC or double 
click to exit
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    Measurement interface instructions

Save as

Previous

Redo

Copy to clipboard

Next

Draw

Calibration

Copy file

Undo

Text note

Measurement
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6. Portable Capture for Mac

    Part I: Install Portable Capture

    Part II: Use Portable Capture

Open the MAC folder from the disc and copy Portable Capture 
onto your desktop for daily use.

  Plug the microscope into the computer USB port.
  Double click the Portable Capture icon to open the Portable 

Capture window. The microscope is now ready to use.
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    Preview

    Preview size

In the central window, you can preview the magnified subject.

With options, you can choose the preview resolution. The 
current resolution will be displayed at the left bottom corner of 
the preview window.
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    Date/time

    Photo capture

Please note that the preview window size always remains at 
640x480 but the current resolution will show at the left bottom 
corner.

With options, you can turn on/off the date/time.

You can capture a photo by:
  choosing the option capture and then photo.
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  clicking the photo capture icon as shown below.

The captured photos will appear as thumbnails on the right side 
of the preview window.

    Video capture

You can capture a video by:
  choosing the option capture and then video

Note: After clicking on the icon, the video capture icon will turn 
red to indicate your video clip is recording. Click the red icon 
again, to stop recording.

You can capture a video by:
  clicking the video capture icon as shown below
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    Edit photo/video

The captured videos will appear as thumbnails on the right side 
of the preview window under the video tab.

Captured photos and videos appear as thumbnails on the right 
side of the preview window.

Photo 
  Double click a photo thumbnail to open in the main preview 

window
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You can then edit the photo with the tools at hand on a Mac.

Video 
  Click a video clip thumbnail and the video will play 

automatically.

  By choosing About Portable Capture, you can get help info 
from your local agent.

  Choose Quit Portable Capture so you can exit the software.

    Help info

    Quit Portable Capture
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BODY COOLING

STAY 
FOCUSSED

BRINGS 
COOLING

EASY
ACTIVATION

1

2

3

Working in or around hot paper  
machines is dangerous for both  
the production & maintenance 
crew; safety is a HOT topic. 
Prevent heat stress situations!

Avoid unnecessary heat stress while working at 
hot locations.

CAPTO
Designed for the paper industry!

Handling of Paper Machine Clothing (PMC) during a 
machine stop can be a hard job. The Feltest Capto 
makes it safer; safer for the operators, safer for the 
fabrics and felts.

OPERATOR 
SAFETY

Feltest Originals 

Feltest Originals 

EASY
HANDLING

SAFE, QUICK 
RELIABLE

2

1

3
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Feltest Originals 

Feltest Originals 

TENSIOMASTER
BETTER 
CONTROL

PREVENT 
WRINKLES

SAFE, QUICK 
RELIABLE

1

2

3

Correct tension equals 
improved runnability,  
decreased costs and improved 
productivity.

The best-known tension gauge in the paper industry.

CALIPER PROFILER

IMPROVE 
BREAK-IN

DETERMINE 

WEAR

EASY, QUICK 
RELIABLE

1

2

3

Monitor the wear of forming fabrics and the condition of 
press felts on your running paper machine!

Edge caliper profiles on the running machine!



This symbol on the product or in the 
instructions means that your electrical 
and electronic equipment should 
be disposed at the end of its life 
separately from your household waste. 
There are separate collection systems 
for recycling in the EU.

For more information, please contact the local authority or your 
retailer where you purchased the product.

Manufactured in China for Feltest Equipment BV
P.O. Box 205
6960 AE  Eerbeek
The Netherlands
www.feltest.com


